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Summary









info



description
2023 January calendar featuring Shadow and Infinite



series



Sonic the Hedgehog

characters
Shadow, Infinite



purpose



Calendar"Calendar" is not in the list (Logo, Packaging, Poster, Flyer, Brochure, Postcard, Sign, Banner, Other, Press release, ...) of allowed values for the "Has purpose" property.

source
Sonic Channel





This file is either entirely or partially composed of copyrighted content, and the copyright for it is most likely held by the company, group, or author who created it. See PidgiWiki's general disclaimer for details on common copyright holders. Usage of this image should be done under fair use under United States copyright law, for identification and critical commentary on the file's subject in question, in a way that such display does not significantly impede the right of the copyright holder to sell the copyrighted material, is not being used to turn a profit in this context, and presents ideas that cannot be exhibited otherwise. See Copyrights and fair use rationale.
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File usage
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This file contains additional information, probably added from the digital camera or scanner used to create or digitize it.


If the file has been modified from its original state, some details may not fully reflect the modified file.
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